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Food Supply: A Global Challenge

Source: United Nations

World population
Arable land
per person

Year 1950

2,500,000,000

With limited arable land and a continuously growing world population, the 
available farmland per capita is expected to further decrease 
dramatically

0.52 ha

Year 2050

9,200,000,000

0.16 ha

Year 2000

6,100,000,000

0.25 ha



Average Global Temperature Anomaly 
1881-1885
Average Global Temperature Anomaly 
1941-1945
Average Global Temperature Anomaly 
2003-2007

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center: Piecing Together the Temperature Puzzle, 
Animation 10574
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Presentation Notes
Three images are contained in this slide showing surface temperatures from 1881-1885, 1941-1945, and 2003-2007. Open the slide in full screen and advance the slide to trigger the transition.



Credit: NOAA

Scientific American
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A good article on this from Scientific American: https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/99-percent-chance-2016-will-be-the-hottest-year-on-record/



This map illustrates the potential for future drought worldwide, based on current projections of future greenhouse 
gas emissions. The maps use a common measure, the Palmer Drought Severity Index, which assigns positive 
numbers when conditions are unusually wet for a particular region, and negative numbers when conditions are 
unusually dry. A reading of -4 or below is considered extreme drought.

Source: University Corporation for Atmospheric Research



This map illustrates the potential for future drought worldwide, based on current projections of future greenhouse gas 
emissions. The maps use a common measure, the Palmer Drought Severity Index, which assigns positive numbers when 
conditions are unusually wet for a particular region, and negative numbers when conditions are unusually dry. A reading 
of -4 or below is considered extreme drought.

Source: University Corporation for Atmospheric Research



3 www.cropnutrition.com
4 FAO Expert Meeting on How to Feed the World in 
2050; 2009
5 Institute on the Environment, University of Minnesota

http://www.cropnutrition.com/


What are Our Responsibilities?
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We, as agricultural scientists are all responsible for increased productivity, safer food supplies, increased nutrition, better technologies, intelligent pest management, etc. We want to be sure to protect our way of life, and the future for our children. How do we do that? One way is to employ new technologies in agriculture.



Regulatory Challenges

Regulation of new technology in food crops 
is important

Safe and powerful technologies have 
tremendous impacts on agriculture

Future innovation and deployment is 
slowed by a lack of understanding.
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These are our challenges. One piece that NC State, and our many partners see Regulatory Science and Policy as a positive way forward – to provide safer food, protect water supplies, address and solve pest problems. Many reasons: ensure safety, enhance productivity, etc.



Center for Regulatory Science in 
Agriculture at NC State

Our challenge
Awareness of regulatory issues
Education
Unbiased approach
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bringing together agricultural technology leaders to develop and advocate for scientifically-sound regulatory policy to advance agricultural technology. Academics, industry, federal partners, farmers, NGOs , EVERYONE. Assemble the players to have open dialog about regulatory issues and problem solving



Education and Outreach
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developing multi-disciplinary curriculum to provide comprehensive knowledge of regulatory science topics in agriculture, developing future leaders in the field of agricultural technology and offering continuing education for those currently in the field; Where regulations come fromWho is impacted and who makes the decisionsWhy they existWhat they doWhat impacts do they have on Food and fiber production? EnvironmentConsumers



Research and Engagement
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Research: -; transforming multi-disciplinary research into novel, improved, or innovative methods of assessing risk and benefits of new technologies; Engagement: organizing and facilitating dialogue between stakeholders in academia, industry, non-governmental organizations, government (domestic and international), growers, producers, and the public regarding the risks and benefits of new technologies. Held one workshop already (last October) and plan to continue to hold workshops and symposia to increase understanding and dialog among all the regulatory players 



“If it takes a village to raise a child, it takes the 
entire world to nurture a sustainable planet.”
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